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In this paper we give a necessary and sufficient condition for Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan=
Ta1a2 } } } an where the Tai ’s are Toeplitz operators on the Hardy space of the unit disk.
We then show that Ta1Ta2 Ta3 Ta4 Ta5 Ta6=0 if and only if one of ai is identically
zero. A criteria for the compactness of Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan&Ta1 a2 } } } an is also given.  2000
Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let L2 be the space of Lebesgue square integrable functions on the unit
circle and L be the space of essentially bounded functions on the unit
circle. The Hardy space H 2 is the closed linear span of analytic polynomials
in L2. Let P be the projection of L2 onto H2. For a # L, the Toeplitz
operator Ta : H 2  H 2 with symbol a is defined by the rule Ta h=P(ah).
The Hankel operator Ha : H 2  L2H 2 with symbol a is defined by Ha h=
(I&P)(ah). Let ai # L for i=1, ..., n. The Toeplitz operators and Hankel
operators are connected by the important relation
Ta1a2&Ta1 Ta2=H*a1 Ha2 .
In this paper we characterize functions a1 , ..., an such that Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan
=Ta1a2 } } } an . This extends the well-known result of Brown and Halmos [2]
that Ta1 Ta2=Ta1 a2 if and only either a1 or a2 is in H
. However, this is
mainly motivated by the following question:
Does Ta1Ta2 } } } Tan=0 imply that one of ai is identically zero?
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Although we later learn that this is an old problem, we first learned this
problem from S. Axler who mentioned it during a problem discussion session
at MSRI, Berkeley in the fall of 1995. An affirmative answer in the case n=6
is given here. Previous work by Guo [6] gives an affirmative answer for n=5.
Another source of motivation is the beautiful results of Axler et al. [1]
and Volberg [7] that Ta1 Ta2&Ta1a2 is compact if and only if H
[a1 ] &
H[a2]/H+C; here H [a2] denotes the closed subalgebra of L
generated by H  and a2 , and C the space of continuous functions on the
unit circle. See also Zheng [8] for a more elementary condition for the
compactness of Ta1 Ta2&Ta1a2 . Here a characterization in the spirit of
Zheng’s condition for the compactness of a finite sums of finite products of
Toeplitz operators (for example, Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan&Ta1a2 } } } an) will be given.
This will follow from the present work and the extension of results of Axler
et al. [1], Volberg [7], and Zheng [8] to the block Toeplitz operators
case by Zheng and the author in [5].
Now we outline the organization of this paper. In Section 2, we give a
necessary and sufficient condition for Ta1Ta2 } } } Tan=Ta1a2 } } } an . This condi-
tion reduces the problem of when a product of several Toeplitz operators
is zero to a finite algebra problem. In Section 3, we show that
Ta1 Ta2 Ta3 Ta4 Ta5 Ta6=0 if and only if one of ai is identically zero. In Section
4, we discuss the compactness of a finite sums of finite products of Toeplitz
operators.
2. PRODUCTS OF SEVERAL TOEPLITZ OPERATORS
In this section we characterize when Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan=Ta1a2 } } } an . In order to
do this we need to reexamine the decomposition of a function in L2 into
its analytic and conjugate analytic parts. We first prove a lemma on the
standard decomposition which motivates our definition of a more general
decomposition. For a function a # H2, let (a)+=Pa, the analytic part of
a and (a)&=(I&P) a, the conjugate analytic part of a. Let ai # L for
i=1, ..., n and ai= f i+ g i where f i=(ai)+ and gi=(ai)&. Set
As1=a1 , A
s
k=a1(a2(a3 } } } (ak&1(ak)
+)+ } } } )+)+,
k=2, ..., n&1. (2.1)
Bs1=an , B
s
n+1&k=(( } } } ((ak)
&ak+1)& } } } an&2)&an&1)& an ,
k=2, ..., n&1. (2.2)
We note that there is an abuse of notation in the sense that Bsi has a
different meaning depending on n.
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Lemma 1.
a1 a2 } } } an= :
n&1
i=1
A si B
s
n&i .
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction. For the case n=3, it is clear
that
a1 a2 a3=(a1 f2) a3+a1(g2a3)=As2B
s
1+A
s
1 B
s
2 .
Assume the lemma holds for the case n&1. Note that
a1a2 a3a4 } } } an=(a1 f2a3+a1 g2 a3) a4 } } } an
=(a1 f2) a3a4 } } } an+a1(g2a3) a4 } } } an .
The above two terms are products of n&1 functions. Let us first introduce
some notation,
P(b1 , b2 , ..., bk)=(b1(b2 } } } (bk&1(bk)+)+ } } } )+)+,
Q(b1 , b2 , ..., bk)=(( } } } ((b1)& b2)& } } } bk&1)& bk)&.
With these notation
Asi =a1 P(a2 , ..., ai), B
s
i =Q(an&i+1 , ..., an&1) an , i=2, ..., n&1,
:
n&1
i=1
Asi B
s
n&i=a1Q(a2 , ..., an&1) an+a1P(a2 , ..., an&1) an
+ :
n&2
i=2
a1 P(a2 , ..., ai) Q(ai+1 , ..., an&1) an .
Therefore by induction we have
(a1 f2) a3 a4 } } } an=a1 f2 Q(a3 , ..., an&1) an+a1 f2 f3Q(a4 , ..., an&1) an
+ :
n&2
i=4
a1 f2(a3P(a4 , ..., ai))+ Q(ai+1 , ..., an&1) an
+a1 f2 P(a3 , ..., an&1) an ,
a1(g2a3) a4 } } } an=a1Q(g2a3 , ..., an&1) an+a1(g2 a3)+Q(a4 , ..., an&1) an
+ :
n&2
i=4
a1P(g2a3 , ..., ai) Q(ai+1 , ..., an&1) an
+a1P(g2 a3 , ..., an&1) an .
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Note that
a1 f2 Q(a3 , ..., an&1) an=As2B
s
n&2 ,
a1 f2 f3Q(a4 , ..., an&1) an+a1(g2a3)+ Q(a4 , ..., an&1) an
=(a1 f2 f3+a1(g2a3)+) Bsn&3=a1(a2 f3)
+=As3B
s
n&3 ,
a1Q(g2a3 , ..., an&1) an=As1B
s
n&1 ,
a1 f2P(a3 , ..., an&1) an+a1P(g2a3 , ..., an&1) an
=a1( f2(a3P(a4 , ..., an&1))+)+ an+a1(g2a3P(a4 , ..., an&1))+ an
=a1( f2(a3P(a4 , ..., an&1))+)+ an+a1(g2(a3P(a4 , ..., an&1))+)+ an
+a1(g2(a3P(a4 , ..., an&1))&)+ an
=a1( f2(a3P(a4 , ..., an&1))+)+ an+a1(g2(a3P(a4 , ..., an&1))+)+ an
=a1(a2(a3P(a4 , ..., an&1))+)+ an=Asn&1B
s
1 ,
a1 f2(a3P(a4 , ..., ai))+ Q(ai+1 , ..., an&1) an
+a1P(g2 a3 , ..., ai) Q(ai+1 , ..., an&1) an
=(a1 f2(a3P(a4 , ..., ai))++a1P(g2 a3 , ..., a i)) Bsn&i
=Asi B
s
n&i , i=4, ..., n&2.
This completes the proof. K
We next relax the decomposition of a L2 function into its analytic and
conjugate analytic parts. For a function f # H2, a decomposition of f is
f =g+h where g # H 2 and h # H 2. That is, for some constant :
g=Pf +:, h=(I&P) f &:.
We denote g by ( f )+ and h by ( f )& and call ( f )+ the analytic part of f
and ( f )& the conjugate analytic part of f (corresponding to the above
decomposition). There are many decompositions of f corresponding to
different choice of the constant :. We call the decomposition standard
when ( f )+=Pf =( f )+ and ( f )&=(I&P) f =( f )&, that is ( f )+ con-
tains the constant term of f in the Fourier series expansion of f and ( f )&
does not contain the constant term of f.
Now we can state the definition of a decomposition of several functions
[a2 , ..., an&1]. Roughly a decomposition of [a2 , ..., an&1] is any choice for
the constant terms in all the plus terms and then use some consistency
equation motivated by Lemma 1 to define all minus terms.
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Definition. A decomposition of [a2 , ..., an&1] is an inductive way of
defining all the plus and minus terms
A ik :=(ai (ai+1 } } } (ai+k)+ } } } )+)+ , B
i
k :=( } } } ((ai)& ai+1)& } } } a i+k)&
for i, k such that 2ii+kn. We start with a definition of all level zero
plus terms A i0 :=(ai)+ by a choice for the constant term in (ai)+ , that is
A i0 :=(ai)+=Pai+:
i
0
for some constant : i0 , we then define B
i
0 :=(ai)& by
Bi0 :=(ai)&=ai&(ai)+=(I&P) ai&:
i
0 .
Next we define all level one plus terms A i1 :=(ai (ai+1)+)+ by a choice for
the constant term in (ai (ai+1)+)+ , that is,
Ai1 :=(ai (ai+1)+)+=P[ai (a i+1)+]+;
i
1
for some constant ; i1 , we then use the following consistency equation to
define all the level one minus terms
B i1 :=((ai)& ai+1)&
=a iai+1&(ai (a i+1)+)+&(ai)+ (ai+1)&=aiai+1&A i1&A
i
0 B
i+1
0 .
Assume we have defined all level k&1 terms A ik&1 and B
i
k&1 for all i, k&1
such that 2ii+k&1n. We define all level k plus terms
A ik :=(ai (ai+1 } } } (ai+k)+ } } } )+)+
by a choice for the constant term in (ai (ai+1 } } } (ai+k)+ } } } )+)+ , that is,
A ik :=(ai (ai+1 } } } (ai+k)+ } } } )+=P[ai (ai+1 } } } (ai+k)+ } } } )+]+#
i
k
for some constant # ik , we then define all level k minus terms by the follow-
ing consistency equation
B ik :=( } } } ((ai)& ai+1)& } } } ai+k)&=aiai+1 } } } ai+k&A
i
k& :
k&1
j=0
A ijB
i+ j+1
k& j&1
for i, k such that 2i<i+kn.
Let
A2=a1(a2)+ , A3=a1(a2(a3)+)+ , ...,
An=a1(a2(a3 } } } (an&2(an&1)+)+ } } } )+)+
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and
B2=(an&1)& an , B3=((an&2)& an&1)& an , ...,
Bn&1=(( } } } ((a2)& (a3)& an } } } an&2)& an&1)& an .
We denote a decomposition of [a2 , ..., an&1] by
A=[A1 , ..., An&1]T and B=[Bn&1 , ..., B1]T,
where A1=a1 and B1=an . It follows from the above definition that
a1 a2 } } } an= :
n&1
i=1
A iBn&i . (2.3)
We call a decomposition standard if we have the standard decomposition
in each step, in other words all the minus terms belong to zH2. In the case
of standard decomposition, the above consistency equation is guaranteed
by Lemma 1.
It is clear that all the plus terms are analytic functions. An immediate
question is how we even know all the minus terms are conjugate analytic
functions. The following lemma shows how one obtains a new decomposition
from an old decomposition, in particular from the standard decomposition.
This will also show that all the minus terms are indeed conjugate analytic
functions.
First it is clear from the above definition that if
(ai (ai+1 } } } (ai+k&1(ai+k)+)+ } } } )+)+
is changed to
(ai (ai+1 } } } (ai+k&1(ai+k)+)+ } } } )+)++:,
then for consistency
(( } } } ((ai)& (ai+1)& } } } ai+k&1)& a i+k)&
should be changed to
(( } } } ((ai)& (ai+1)& } } } ai+k&1)& a i+k)&&:.
Lemma 2. Let A=[A1 , ..., An&1]T and B=[Bn&1 , ..., B1]T be a decom-
position of [a2 , ..., an&1]. Let C be a lower triangular constant (n&1)_(n&1)
matrix with zero diagonal and let Cj ( j=2, ..., n&1) be the (n&1)_(n&1)
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matrix with j th row equal to the j th row of C and all other entries being zero.
Set
A =[A 1 , ..., A n&1]T=(I+C) A=(I+C2) } } } (I+Cn&1) A,
B =[B n&1 , ..., B 1]T=(I&C T2 ) } } } (I&C
T
n&1) B.
Then A and B is also a decomposition of [a2 , ..., an&1]. Furthermore any
decomposition of [a2 , ..., an&1] arises in this way from the standard decom-
position. That is, for any decomposition A=[A1 , ..., An&1]T and B=
[Bn&1 , ..., B1]T of [a2 , ..., an&1], there exists a lower triangular constant
(n&1)_(n&1) matrix C with zero diagonal such that if Cj ( j=2, ..., n&1)
is the (n&1)_(n&1) matrix with j th row equal to the j th row of C and all
other entries being zero, then
A=[A1 , ..., An&1]T=(I+C) As=(I+C2) } } } (I+Cn&1) As,
B=[Bn&1 , ..., B1]T=(I&C T2 ) } } } (I&C
T
n&1) B
s,
where As=[A s1 , ..., A
s
n&1]
T and Bs=[Bsn&1 , ..., B
s
1]
T is the standard decom-
position as defined by (2.1) and (2.2).
Proof. By the multiplicative structure of (I+C2) } } } (I+Cn&1) and
(I&C T2 ) } } } (I&C
T
n&1), we can assume C=Cj . We illustrate the proof
for the case n=6 and C=C5 . Let the last row of C5 be denoted by
[:5 , :4 , :3 , :2 , 0]. Then it is clear that A i=Ai for i=1, 2, 3, 4. For
convenience we list all Ai and Bi , below.
A1=a1 ((((a2)& a3)& a4)& a5)& a6=B5
A2=a1(a2)+ (((a3)&a4)&a5)& a6=B4
A3=a1(a2(a3)+)+ ((a4)& a5)& a6=B3
A4=a1(a2(a3(a4)+)+)+ (a5)& a6=B2
A5=a1(a2(a3(a4(a5)+)+)+)+ a6=B1 .
We suggestively write A 5 as
A 5=A5+:5 A4+:4A3+:3A2+:2A1
=a1(a2(a3(a4[(a5)++:5])+)+)++:4A3+:3A2+:2A1
=a1[(a2[(a3[(a4[(a5)++:5])++:4])++:3])++:2].
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This corresponds to the following changes in the plus terms on the left side
and consequently the changes on the right side for the minus terms,
(a5)++:5 (a5)&&:5
(a4(a5)+)++:4 ((a4)& a5)&&:4
(a3(a4(a5)+)+)++:3 (((a3)& a4)& a5)&&:3
(a2(a3(a4(a5)+)+)+)++:2 ((((a2)& a3)&a4)& a5)&&:2 .
It is easy to see now that the above changes for the minus terms corre-
spond to the changes of Bi to B 6&i=B6&i&: i+1 B1 for i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5. This
completes the proof. K
Lemma 2.3. Let A=[A1 , ..., An&1]T and B=[Bn&1 , ..., B1]T be a
decomposition of [a2 , ..., an&1]. We have
Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan= :
n&1
i=1
TAi TBn&i .
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the Lemma 1 by using
Eq. (2.3) and the fact that TaTf=Taf for f an analytic function and TgTa=
Tga for g a conjugate analytic function. We illustrate this by proving the
lemma for the case n=3. Note that
Ta1 Ta2 Ta3=Ta1 T(a2)+ Ta3+Ta1 T(a2)& Ta3
=Ta1(a 2)+
Ta3+Ta1 T(a2)& a3=TA2 TB1+TA1 TB2 .
This completes the proof. K
Remark. A theorem of M. Riesz states that the operator P is bounded
on all L p class when 1<p<, thus for a # L, one has (a)\ # p # (1, ) L p.
Therefore Ai and Bi belong to all L p, 1<p<. So the operator TAi TBn&i is
densely defined (for example on the set of all polynomials). The equation in
Lemma 3 holds in the sense that operators involved agree on polynomials.
Despite its simplicity, the above lemma is remarkably useful in the sense
that a problem involving the product of several Toeplitz operators now
becomes a problem about a finite sum of products of two Toeplitz operators
(though not necessarily bounded). A finite sum of products of two Toeplitz
operators can be expressed as a product of two block Toeplitz operators.
We now state the main theorem of this section which gives a necessary
and sufficient condition for Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan=Ta1a2 } } } an .
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Theorem 1. Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan=Ta1a2 } } } an if and only if there exists a decom-
position A=[A1 , ..., An&1]T and B=[Bn&1 , ..., B1]T of [a2 , ..., an&1] such
that for each i (i=1, ..., n&1) either Ai # H2 or Bn&i # H 2. Equivalently, let
As=[A s1 , ..., A
s
n&1]
T and Bs=[Bsn&1 , ..., B
s
1]
T be the standard decomposi-
tion as defined in (2.1) and (2.2), Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan=Ta1a2 } } } an if and only if there
exists a lower triangular constant (n&1)_(n&1) matrix C with zero
diagonal such that if we let Cj ( j=2, ..., n&1) be the (n&1)_(n&1) matrix
with j th row equal to the j th row of C and all other entries being zero and
A=[A1 , ..., An&1]T=(I+C) As=(I+C2) } } } (I+Cn&1) As,
B=[Bn&1 , ..., B1]T=(I&C T2 ) } } } (I&C
T
n&1) B
s,
then for each i (i=1, ..., n&1) either Ai # H2 or Bn&i # H2.
Proof. Let Ai and Bi be such that for each i (i=1, ..., n&1), Ai # H2 or
Bn&i # H2. Then
TAi TBn&i=TAi Bn&i , i=1, ..., n&1.
Hence by Lemma 3,
Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan= :
n&1
i=1
TAi TBn&i= :
n&1
i=1
TAi Bn&i=Ti=1n&1 Ai Bn&i=Ta1 a2 } } } an .
To prove the necessity in the theorem we first need a lemma which is
essentially from Zheng and the author [5]. For the reader’s convenience
we include a proof. We introduce an anti-unitary operator V on L2 by
defining (Vh)(z)=zh(z). The operator enjoys many nice properties such as
V&1(I&P) V=P and V=V &1. These properties lead easily to the relation
V&1Hf V=H f*. For x and y two vectors in L2, let xy be the operator
of rank one defined by
(xy)( f )=( f, y) x.
Let S be the multiplication by z on H 2. Of course, 1 denotes the constant
function in H2 with value equal to one. We recall the formula
Ta1a2&Ta1 Ta2=H*a1 Ha2 .
Lemma 4. The operator (n&1j=1 H*Ai HBi )&S*(
n&1
j=1 H*Ai HBi ) S is anti-
unitary equivalent to n&1j=1 (HAi 1HBi 1).
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Proof. Using the fact that Hf S=Hfz and its adjoint S*H f*=H*fz and
V&1Hf V=H f* , we have
V&1 :
n&1
j=1
(H*Ai HBi&S*H*Ai HBi S) V
=V&1 :
n&1
j=1
(H*Ai HBi&H*Ai zHBi z) V
= :
n&1
j=1
(V&1H*Ai VV
&1HBi&V
&1H*Ai zVV
&1HBi zV )
= :
n&1
j=1
(HAi H*Bi&HAi zH*Bi z)= :
n&1
j=1
(HAi H*Bi&HAi SS*H*Bi )
= :
n&1
j=1
HAi (I&SS*) H*Bi= :
n&1
j=1
HAi 1HBi 1,
where the last equality follows from the fact that I&SS*=11. This
completes the proof of the lemma. K
Sufficient and necessary conditions for a finite rank operator to be zero
are known and elementary. Here we prove a similar lemma which displays
a certain multiplicative structure that makes later computation possible.
Lemma 5. Let x=[x1 , ..., xn]T and y=[ y1 , ..., yn]T be two column
vectors where xi , yi # L2 for i=1, ..., n. Let F=ni=1 xi yi . Then F=0 if
and only there exists a lower triangular constant n_n matrix C with zero
diagonal such that if we let Cj ( j=2, ..., n) be the n_n matrix with j th row
equal to the j th row of C and all other entries being zero and
x^=[x^1 , ..., x^n]T=(I+C) x=(I+C2) } } } (I+Cn) x,
y^=[ y^1 , ..., y^n]T=(I&C 2*) } } } (I&C n*) y,
then for each i (i=1, ..., n) either x^i or y^i is zero.
Proof. Let x^ and y^ be defined as in the lemma by a lower triangular
matrix with zero diagonal. We claim that
F= :
n
i=1
xi y i= :
n
i=1
x^i  y^i .
By the multiplicative structures of both matrices (I+C2) } } } (I+Cn) and
(I&C2*) } } } (I&Cn*) in the definitions of x^ and y^, we can assume C=C j
without loss of generality. This can be checked by a straightforward com-
putation. So the sufficiency follows immediately from the above equation.
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To prove the necessity, we start by choosing a basis for [x1 , ..., xn], the
linear space spanned by x1 , ..., xn . We go through those vectors one by one.
The first none zero vector is denoted by xi1 , the next vector which is
linearly independent of xi1 is denoted by xi2 ; continuing this process, we get
a basis xi1 , ..., xik . Equivalently there exist matrix : j of size (ij+1&ij&1)_j
with column :jl for l=1, ..., j such that
_
xij+1
xij+2
b
xij+1&1
&=[&:j , 0] _
xi1
xi2
b
xik
&=[&:j1 , ..., &:jj , 0, ..., 0] _
x i1
x i2
b
xik
& (2.4)
for j=1, ..., k and ik+1=n+1. The above equation is the same as
_ 0, :j1 , 0, ..., : jj , _
1
0
b
0& , _
0
1
b
0& , ..., _
0
0
b
1& , 0&_
x1
x2
b
xn&=0, (2.5)
where the column vector :j1 is the i1 th column in the above (ij+1&ij&1)_n
matrix and :jj is the ij th column. Let D0 be the zero matrix of size (i1&1)_n
and
Dj=[0, :j1 , 0, ..., : jj , 0]
be the matrix of size (ij+1&ij&1)_n. Let C be the matrix by stacking
D0 , ..., Dk together and inserting a zero row between Dj and Dj+1 for
j=0, ..., k&1. It is easy to see that C is a lower triangular matrix with zero
diagonal. Let Cj ( j=2, ..., n) be the n_n matrix with j th row equal to the
j th row of C and all other entries being zero, and let
x^=[x^1 , ..., x^n]T=(I+C) x,
y^=[ y^1 , ..., y^n]T=(I&C2*) } } } (I&Cn*) y.
Note that x^ij=xij for j=1, ..., k and that (2.5) is the same as x^i=0 for
i{i1 , i2 , ..., ik . Therefore
F= :
n
i=1
xi y i= :
n
i=1
x^i  y^i= :
k
j=1
x ij  y^ ij .
Since xi1 , ..., xik are linearly independent, F=0 implies that y^ i=0 for i=i1 ,
i2 , ..., ik . This completes the proof. K
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Proof of Theorem 1. Note that by Lemma 3
Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan&Ta1a2 } } } an= :
n&1
i=1
TAi TBn&i&T i=1n&1 Ai Bn&i= :
n&1
i=1
H*Ai HBi .
By Lemma 4, the operator (n&1i=1 H*Ai HBi )&S*(
n&1
i=1 H*Ai HBi ) S is anti-
unitary equivalent to
:
n&1
i=1
(HAi 1HBi 1).
Thus Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan=Ta1a2 } } } an=0 implies that 
n&1
i=1 HAi 1HBi 1=0. The
necessity now follows from Lemma 5 and Lemma 2. The last part of
Theorem 1 follows from Lemma 2. This completes the proof. K
Remark. It is clear from the proof of Theorem 1 that a similar necessary
and sufficient condition can be given for 2=0 where
2= :
m
i=1
‘
ki
j=1
Taij&T mi=1 >k ij=1 aij
and aij # L.
Remark. We can manipulate any decomposition of [a2 , ..., an&1] just
like the standard decomposition (see below for more detail); the computa-
tion advantage of this will be seen in the next section; without the generalized
(versus the standard) decomposition, the computation in the next section
is almost impossible.
As before we will use fi and gi to denote (ai)+ and (ai)& . To facilitate
the computation with all the plus and minus terms in the next section we
define plus terms such as (g2 f3)+ by using
(a2 f3)+=(( f2+ g2) f3)+= f2 f3+(g2 f3)+ .
Here we use the linearity and
( fg)+= fg
for two analytic functions in our context. The above rule is of course the
same as
( fg)&=0
for two analytic functions in our context.
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Similarly, we define minus terms such as (g2 f3)& by using
(g2a3)&=(g2 f3)&+ g2 g3 .
Here we use again the linearity and
( fg)&= fg
for two conjugate analytic functions in our context. That is,
( fg)+=0
for two conjugate analytic functions in our context.
The consistency between (a2 f3)+ and (g2a3)& implies the consistency in
(g2 f3)+ and (g2 f3)& . A little reflection reveals that the above rules are all
we need in order to be able manipulate a decomposition of [a2 , ..., an&1]
just like the standard decomposition as we will need to do in the next
section.
By Corollary 7.13 in the book by Douglas [3] that Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan=0
implies a1a2 } } } an=0, we immediately have the following result.
Theorem 2. Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan=0 if and only if a1a2 } } } an=0 and there exists
a decomposition A=[A1 , ..., An&1]T and B=[Bn&1 , ..., B1]T of [a2 , ..., an&1]
such that for each i (i=1, ..., n&1) either Ai # H2 or Bn&i # H 2.
3. ZERO PRODUCT OF SIX TOEPLITZ OPERATORS
In this section we use Theorem 2 to discuss the following question:
Does Ta1Ta2 } } } Tan=0 imply that one of a i has to be identically zero?
An affirmative answer is given by Guo in [6] for the case n=5. Here we
will give an affirmative answer for the case n=6. The underlying idea of
our approach based on Theorem 2 is elementary and simple, but the proof
of the result is complicated and difficult. In fact we will use the main result
in [6] to simplify our proof considerably. However, we remark that it is
possible to give a proof without using the result in [6]. We first prove a
lemma which is essentially from [6]. This lemma allows one to assume that
a1 , a2 , an&1 and an are not zero almost everywhere in studying the above
question.
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Lemma 6. Assume none of ai (i=1, ..., n) is identically zero.
(1) If Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan=0, then either a1 and a2 are not zero almost every-
where or there exists a function , (,{0)) such that T,Ta3 } } } Tan=0.
(2) If Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan=0, then either an&1 and an are not zero almost
everywhere or there exists a function , (,{0) such that Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan&3T,=0.
Proof. Let m denote the Lebesque measure on the unit circle. If
a1 | E=0 for a subset of the unit circle with 0<m(E)<2?. We claim that
ker Ta1=0 (ker Ta1 denotes the kernel of Ta1 .) Since otherwise, let h # ker Ta1 ,
then there exists g # H2 such that a1 h= g . This is a contradiction since g
is not zero almost everywhere. Now if ker Ta1=0, then Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan=0 is
the same as Ta2 } } } Tan=0. So in this case we need only to take ,=a2 .
Therefore we can assume a1 is not zero almost everywhere. If a2 | E=0 for
a subset of the unit circle with 0<m(E)<2?, then by Theorem 1 in [6],
there exists a function , such that ker(Ta1 Ta2)/ker T, . Thus Ta1 Ta2 } } }
Tan=0 implies that T,Ta3 } } } Tan=0. The second statement in the lemma
follows by noting that Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan=0 if and only if Tan Tan&1 } } } Ta2_
Ta1=0. This completes the proof. K
Corollary 1 [6]. Ta1 Ta2 Ta3 Ta4 Ta5=0 if and only if one of a i (i=1, 2,
3, 4, 5) is identically zero.
Theorem 3. Ta1 Ta2 Ta3 Ta4 Ta5Ta6=0 if and only if one of ai (i=1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6) is identically zero.
Proof. We assume that none of ai is identically zero. First note that
a1 a2 a3a4 a5a6=0. (3.1)
The proof is long. But the only fact we are going to use is that a non-zero
analytic function in H2 is not zero almost everywhere (a.e.) on the unit
circle. Let A=[A1 , ..., A5]T and B=[B5 , ..., B1]T be a decomposition of
[a2 , a3 , a4 , a5]. Write ai= f i+ gi where fi=(ai)+ and g i=(a i)& for i=2,
3, 4, 5. We display Ai and Bi as
A1=a1 (((g2a3)& a4)& a5)& a6=B5
A2=a1 f2 ((g3 a4)& a5)& a6=B4
A3=a1(a2 f3)+ (g4a5)& a6=B3
A4=a1(a2(a3 f4)+)+ g5a6=B2
A5=a1(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)+ a6=B1 .
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There are two trivial cases, that is either A1 # H2 or B6 # H2, both are
reduced to the case of product of five Toeplitz operators. By symmetry
between A’s and B’s, we need only to consider the following three cases.
Case A. A2=L1 , A4=L2 , A5=L3 ; B5=K1 , B3=K2 .
Case B. A3=L1 , A4=L2 , A5=L3 ; B5=K1 , B4=K2 .
Case C. A2=L1 , A3=L2 , A5=L3 ; B5=K1 , B2=K2 .
Here K ’s are some analytic functions and L’s are conjugate analytic func-
tions. Of course the K ’s and L’s are different in each cases.
The Cases A and C can be treated similarly, so we will only discuss
Case A. Case B is much more complicated. We start with Case A,
a1 f2=L1 (3.2)
a1(a2(a3 f4)+)+=L2 (3.3)
a1(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)+=L3 (3.4)
(((g2a3)& a4)& a5)& a6=K1 (3.5)
(g4a5)& a6=K2 . (3.6)
Case A1. L1=0. L1=0 implies
a1 f2=0.
Therefore f2=0 and
Ta1 Ta2 Ta3 Ta4 Ta5 Ta6=Ta1Tg2a3 Ta4 Ta5Ta6=0.
This reduces to the case for n=5. By Corollary 1, one of a1 , g2a3 , a4 , a5 ,
a6 is identically zero, hence g2=0. This implies that a2= f2+ g2=0, which
is a contradiction to the assumption that a2 is not identically zero.
Case A2. L1 {0. Thus a1 {0 almost everywhere since L1 is conjugate
analytic. Note that
a1[ f2L2&(a2(a3 f4)+)+ L1]=L1L2&L2 L1=0.
Since a1 {0 almost everywhere, we have
f2 L2&(a2(a3 f4)+)+ L1=0.
By a2= f2+ g2 , the above is the same as
a2[L2&(a3 f4)+ L1]= g2 L2&(a2(a3 f4)+)& L1=: L11 . (3.7)
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Similarly by using L1L3&L3L1=0, we have
a2[L3&(a3(a4 f5)+)+ L1]= g2L3&(a2(a3(a4 f4)+)+)& L1=: L12 . (3.8)
Using again (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4), we have
a1a2[(a2(a3 f4)+)+&(a3 f4)+ f2]=L11 ,
a1a2[(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)+&(a3(a4 f5)+)+ f2]=L12 .
Note that L11 and L
1
2 are conjugate analytic. A direct computation shows
that
(a2(a3 f4)+)+&(a3 f4)+)+ f2=(g2(a3 f4)+)+
=(g2a3 f4)+&(g2(a3 f4)&)+
=((g2a3) f4)+ ,
(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)+&(a3(a4 f5)+)+ f2=((g2 a3)(a4 f5)+)+ .
Therefore
a1 a2((g2a3) f4)+=L11 ,
a1a2((g2a3)(a4 f5)+)+=L12 .
By Theorem 2, the above two equations along with (3.5) and (3.6) imply
that
Ta1a2 Tg2a3 Ta4 Ta5 Ta6=Ta1a2 g2a3a4 a5a6=0.
This reduces to the case n=5. By Corollary 1, we are done.
Case B. Now we deal with Case B,
a1(a2 f3)+=L1 (3.9)
a1(a2(a3 f4)+)+=L2 (3.10)
a1(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)+=L3 (3.11)
(((g2a3)& a4)& a5)& a6=K1 (3.12)
((g3a4)& a5)& a6=K2 . (3.13)
By Lemma 6, we can assume
a1 , a2 , a5 , a6 are not zero almost everwhere, a3a4=0.
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Using the same technique as in the Case A2, we have
a1[(a2 f3)+ L2&(a2(a3 f4)+)+ L1]=L1 L2&L2L1=0.
Since a1 {0 almost everywhere, we have
(a2 f3)+ L2&(a2(a3 f4)+)+ L1=0.
The above is the same as
a2[ f3L2&(a3 f4)+ L1]=(a2 f3)& L2&(a2(a3 f4)+)& L1=: L11 . (3.14)
Using again (3.9) and (3.10), we have
a1 a2[ f3(a2(a3 f4)+)+&(a3 f4)+ (a2 f3)+]=L11 . (3.15)
Similarly by using L1L3&L3L1=0 and L2L3&L3L2=0, we have
a1a2[ f3(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)+&(a3(a4 f5)+)+ (a2 f3)+]=: L12 ,
(3.16)
a1 a2[(a3 f4)+ (a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)+&(a3(a4 f5)+)+ (a2(a3 f4)+)+]=: L13 .
(3.17)
Note that L11 , L
1
2 and L
1
3 are conjugate analytic functions.
We will use L11L
1
2&L
1
2L
1
1=0 and so on to derive some new equations.
We first look at the three terms in (3.15), (3.16), and (3.17).
f3(a2(a3 f4)+)+&(a3 f4)+ (a2 f3)+
= f3[a2(a3 f4)+&(a2(a3 f4)+)&]&(a3 f4)+ [a2 f3&(a2 f3)&]
=&f3(a2(a3 f4)+)&+(a3 f4)+ (a2 f3)&
=&a3[(a2(a3 f4)+)&& f4(a2 f3)&]
+g3(a2(a3 f4)+)&&(a3 f4)& (a2 f3)& .
Let
X1 :=f3(a2(a3 f4)+)+&(a3 f4)+ (a2 f3)+ ,
Y1 :=(a2(a3 f4)+)&& f4(a2 f3)& ,
L21 :=g3(a2(a3 f4)+)&&(a3 f4)+)& (a2 f3)& .
With those notation the above equation become
X1=&a3 Y1+L21 .
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Let also
Z1 :=(a2(a3 f4)+)&+ g4(a2 f3)& .
Since a3a4=0, that is, a3 f4=&a3g4 , so
X1=&a3 Z1+L21 .
Similarly, let
X2 :=f3(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)+&(a3(a4 f5)+)+ (a2 f3)+ ,
Y2 :=(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)&&(a4 f5)+ (a2 f3)& ,
L22 :=g3(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)&&(a3(a4 f5)+)& (a2 f3)& ,
Z2 :=(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)&+(a4 f5)& (a2 f3)& .
We have
X2=&a3 Y2+L22=&a3Z2+L
2
2 .
Let
X3 :=(a3 f4)+ (a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)+&(a3(a4 f5)+)+)(a2(a3 f4)+)+ ,
Y3 :=f4(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)&&(a4 f5)+ (a2(a3 f4)+)& ,
L23 :=(a3 f4)& (a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)&&(a3(a4 f5)+)& (a2(a3 f4)+)& ,
Z3 :=&g4(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)&+(a4 f5)& (a2(a3 f4)+)& .
We have
X3=&a3 Y3+L23=&a3Z3+L
2
3 .
With these notation, Eqs. (3.15), (3.16), and (3.17) become
a1a2(&a3Z1+L21)=L
1
1 , (3.18)
a1a2(&a3Z2+L22)=L
1
2 , (3.19)
a1a2(&a3Z3+L23)=L
1
3 . (3.20)
We call above three equations the second level equations. It follows from the
first two equations above that
(&a3 Z1+L21) L
1
2&(&a3Z2+L
2
2) L
1
1=0,
a3[Z1 L12&Z2 L
1
1]=L
2
1L
1
2&L
2
2L
1
1 .
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Note the right side in the above equation is conjugate analytic, thus if it is
not identically zero, we will have that a3 is not zero almost everywhere.
This implies that a4 is identically zero since a3a4=0. Therefore the right
hand side in the above equation is zero. Since Z1L12&Z2L
1
1 is conjugate
analytic, we have
Z1L12&Z2L
1
1=0. (3.21)
Using (3.18) and (3.19) again, we get
Z1(&a3 Z2+L22)&Z2(&a3 Z1+L
2
1)=0,
Z1 L22&Z2L
2
1=0.
Similarly
Z1L23&Z3 L
2
1=0, (3.22)
Z2L23&Z3 L
2
2=0. (3.23)
A direct computation shows that the above equations (3.21)(3.23) are the
same as
X(a2 f3)&=0,
X(a2(a3 f4)+)&=0,
X(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)&=0,
where
X=[ g3 g4+(a3 f4)&](a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)&
&[(a3(a4 f5)+)&+ g3(a4 f5)&](a2(a3 f4)+)&
&[ g4(a3(a4 f5)+)&&(a4 f5)& (a3 f4)&](a2 f3)& .
If X{0, then
(a2 f3)&=((a2(a3 f4)+)&=(((a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)&=0.
Therefore Eqs. (3.9), (3.10), and (3.11) become
a1a2 f3=L1 ,
a1a2(a3 f4)+=L2 ,
a1a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+=L3 .
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By Theorem 2, the above three equations and (3.13) imply that
Ta1a2 Ta3 Ta4 Ta5 Ta6=Ta1 a2a3a4a5a6=0.
This reduces to the case n=5. By Corollary 1, we are done.
We now study the equation X=0. We claim that
X=(g3a4)& (((g2 a3)& a4)& f5)&&((g2a3)& a4)& ((g3a4)& f5)& .
(3.24)
The verification of the above identity is lengthy and tedious calculation. See
Appendix A for a proof of the above identity. One may wonder why we
want and where we get this identity. Indeed we will next show that X=0
and a3a4=0 will reduce our proof to the case n=5. The formula for X is
motivated by the relation derived from (3.12) and (3.13). By (3.12), (3.13),
and the fact that a6 is not zero almost everywhere, using the same techniques
as in getting Eq. (3.15), we have
[(g3a4)& (((g2a3)& a4)& a5)&&((g2a3)& a4)& ((g3a4)& a5)&] a5 a6=K 11
for some analytic function K 11 . It is easy to see that X is the same as the
term in parenthesis in the above equation. Therefore X=0 is the same as
(g3a4)& (((g2a3)& a4)& a5)&&((g2a3)& a4)& ((g3a4)& a5)&=0.
Equivalently
&(g3a4)& (((g2a3)& a4)& a5)++((g2 a3)& a4)& ((g3a4)& a5)+=0.
(3.25)
This is the same as
a4[ g3(((g2a3)& a4)& a5)+&(g2a3)& ((g3a4)& a5)+]
=(g3a4)+ (((g2a3)& a4)& a5)+&((g2a3)& a4)+ ((g3a4)& a5)+ .
Note the right hand side in the above equation is analytic. If it is not zero,
we will have that a4 is not zero almost everywhere, which will imply that
a3 is identically zero. Hence we have
(g3a4)+ (((g2a3)& a4)& a5)+&((g2a3)& a4)+ ((g3a4)& a5)+=0. (3.26)
Multiplying (3.25) by (g3a4)+ and plugging (3.26) into (3.25), we get
((g3a4)& a5)+ [&(g3 a4)& ((g2 a3)& a4)++(g3a4)+ ((g2a3)& a4)&]=0.
(3.27)
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We claim that if ((g3a4)& a5)+=0, we are done. Assume ((g3a4)& a5)+=0.
By (3.25), we have
(g3a4)& (((g2a3)& a4)& a5)+=0.
If (g3a4)&=0, then either g3a4=(g3a4)+=0 or g3a4=(g3a4)+ {0. In
the first case we have g3=0, hence
Ta1 Ta2 Ta3 Ta4 Ta5 Ta6=Ta1Ta2a3 Ta4 Ta5Ta6=0.
This reduces to the case n=5. In the second case we have a4 is not zero
almost everywhere, which will imply that a3 is identically zero. Therefore
(((g2a3)& a4)& a5)+=0.
That is,
((g3a4)& a5)&=(g3 a4)& a5 ,
(((g2 a3)& a4)& a5)&=((g2a3)& a4)& a5 .
Equations (3.12) and (3.13) become
((g2a3)& a4)& a5 a6=K1 ,
(g3a4)& a5a6=K2 .
The above two equations and (3.9) and (3.10) imply that
Ta1 Ta2 Ta3Ta4 Ta5a6=Ta1 a2a3a4a5a6=0.
This reduces to the case n=5. This proves our claim. Therefore we
conclude that the second factor in (3.27) is zero. That is,
0=&(g3a4)& ((g2a3)& a4)++(g3 a4)+ ((g2a3)& a4)&
=a4[&(g3a4)& (g2a3)&+ g3((g2a3)& a4)&].
Thus
(g3a4)& (g2a3)&& g3((g2a3)& a4)&=0. (3.28)
Multiplying (3.25) by g3 and plugging (3.28) into (3.25), we get
(g3a4)& [&g3((g2 a3)& a4)++(g2a3)& ((g3a4)& a5)+]=0.
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It follows from the above analysis that (g3a4)& {0, hence the second
factor in the above equation is zero. That is the same as
a3[((g2 a3)& a4)+& g2((g3 a4)& a5)+]
= f3((g2 a3)& a4)+&(g2a3)+ ((g3a4)& a5)+ .
Using the same argument as before, we have that the right hand side in the
above equation has to be zero. That is,
f3((g2 a3)& a4)+&(g2a3)+ ((g3a4)& a5)+=0.
Multiplying (3.25) by (g3a4)+ and plugging the above equation into (3.25),
we get
((g3a4)& a5)+ [&(g3a4)& (g2a3)++ f3((g2a3)& a4)&]=0.
Using the same argument as before, we have the second factor in the above
equation has to be zero. That is,
(g3a4)& (g2a3)+& f3((g2 a3)& a4)&=0.
Adding (3.28) and the above equation, we have
a3[ g2(g3a4)&&((g2a3)& a4)&]=0.
Therefore
g2(g3 a4)&&((g2 a3)& a4)&=0. (3.29)
We now use (3.25), (3.28), and (3.29) to show that
(a2 f3)&=(a2(a3 f4)+)&=(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)&=0.
As we have seen in the argument to show that X has to be zero, this will
reduce to the case n=5. It follows from (3.28), (3.29), and the fact (g3a4)& {0
that
(g2a3)&& g2 g3=(g2 f3)&=0.
Hence
(a2 f3)&=(g2 f3)&=0. (3.30)
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Replacing (g2a3)& by g2 g3 in (3.29), we have
0= g2(g3a4)&&(g2 g3a4)&
= g2(g3a4)&&(g2(g3a4)&)&&(g2(g3a4)+)&
=&(g2(g3a4)+)&=&(g2(g3 f4)+)& . (3.31)
Now
(a2(a3 f4)+)&=(g2(a3 f4)+)&=(g2 f3 f4)&+(g2(g3 f4)+)&
=((g2 f3)& f4)&+(g2(g3 f4)+)&=0, (3.32)
where the last equality follows from (3.30) and (3.31). Plugging (3.29) (i.e.,
((g2a3)& a4)&= g2(g3a4)&) into (3.25) and noting that (g3a4)& {0, we
get
0=(g2(g3 a4)& a5)+& g2((g3a4)& a5)+
=(g2((g3 a4)& a5)+)+& g2((g3 a4)& a5)+
=&(g2((g3a4)& a5)+)& . (3.33)
Finally
(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)&=(g2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)&
=(g2(a3 f4 f5)+)&+(g2(a3(g4 f5)+)+)&
=(g2(a3 f4)+ f5)&+(g2((a3 f4)& f5)+)&
+(g2(a3(g4 f5)+)+)&
=I+II+III.
It follows from (3.32) that
I=(g2(a3 f4)+ f5)&=((g2(a3 f4)+)& f5)&=0.
A direct computation shows that
II=(g2(a3(g4 f5)+)+)&=(g2 f3(g4 f5)+)&+(g2(g3(g4 f5)+)+)&
=((g2 f3)& (g4 f5)+)&+(g2(g3(g4 f5)+)+)&=(g2(g3 g4 f5)+)& .
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The last equality above follows from (g2 f3)&=0 and (g3(g4 f5)+)+=
(g3g4 f5)+ . Therefore by (3.33)
(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)&=II+III=(g2((a3 f4)& f5)+)&+(g2(g3 g4 f5)+)&
=(g2((g3 a4)& f5)+)&=0.
This completes the proof of the theorem. K
4. COMPACTNESS OF SUMS OF PRODUCTS OF
TOEPLITZ OPERATORS
In this section we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the
compactness of a finite sum of finite products of Toeplitz operators. As
mentioned in the Introduction, Axler et al. [1] and Volberg [7] showed
that Ta1 Ta2&Ta1a2 is compact if and only if H
[a1 ] & H [a2]/H +C.
A more elementary condition for the compactness of Ta1 Ta2&Ta1a2 is
obtained recently. Namely, Zheng [8] proved that Ta1 Ta2&Ta1a2 is compact
if and only if
lim
z  D
&Ha1 kz&2 &Ha2 kz&2=0;
here kz denotes the normalized reproducing kernel in H2 for point evalua-
tion at z, that is,
kz(w)=
(1&|z|2)12
(1&z w)
.
Zheng and author [5] have extended those results to the block Toeplitz
operators. In particular we give several necessary and sufficient conditions
for the compactness of ni=1 H*c i Hdi where ci , di # L
 (see Theorem 5 below).
By Lemma 3, Ta1Ta2 } } } Tan&Ta1a2 } } } an can be expressed as 
n&1
i=1 H*Ais HB sn&i .
We recall that Asi and B
s
i associated with a1 , a2 , ..., an are defined by
As1=a1 , A
s
k=a1(a2(a3 } } } (ak&1(ak)
+)+ } } } )+)+,
k=2, ..., n&1. (4.1)
Bs1=an , B
s
n+1&k=(( } } } ((ak)
& ak+1)& } } } an&2)& an&1)& an ,
k=2, ..., n&1. (4.2)
and for a function a # H2, (a)+=Pa and (a)&=(I&P) a. Since Asi and B
s
i
are not necessarily bounded, we need to modify considerably the proof in
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[5]. Here is the theorem we are going to sketch a proof for. Let ,z the
Mo bius map on the unit disk,
,z(w)=
z&w
1&z w
.
Theorem 4. Let
2= :
m
i=1
‘
ki
j=1
Taij&T mi=1 >k ij=1 aij ,
where aij # L. Then 2 is compact if and only if
lim
z  D
&2&T*,z 2T,z &=0.
Remark. 2&T*,z 2T,z is a finite rank operator. For example, if 2=
Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan&Ta1a2 } } } an , then by Lemma 3,
2= :
n&1
i=1
TAis TB sn&i&Ti=1n&1 AisB sn&i= :
n&1
i=1
H*Ais HB
s
n&i
.
By Lemma 1 in [5], 2&T*,z 2T,z is anti-unitary equivalent to
:
n&1
i=1
HAis kz HB sn&i kz
here Asi and B
s
i are as in (4.1) and (4.2).
Next we recall some relevant results from [5] and explain where the
modifications are needed. Let Mn_n be the set of n_n matrices. For
A=[aij] # Mn_n , define
&A&= sup
1i, jn
|aij |
and let (Mn_n)1 denote the closed unit ball of Mn_n in the above norm. Let
Pn be the set of n_n permutation matrices. We also need to introduce
some notation involving the maximal ideal space of an algebra. Let M be
the maximal ideal space of H, the set of multiplicative linear maps from
H onto the field of complex numbers. Each multiplicative linear func-
tional , # M has norm 1 (as an element of the dual of H ). If we think of
M as a subset of the dual space H with weak-star topology, then M
becomes a compact Hausdorff space. For z # D the evaluation functional
f  f (z) is a multiplicative linear functional. So we can think of D as a
subset of M. The Carleson corona theorem tells us that D is dense in M.
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By using the Gelfand transform, we can think of H  as a subset of
C(M), the continuous, complex-valued functions on the maximal ideal
space of H . Explicitly, for f # H, we extend f from D to M by defining
f ({)={( f )
for every { # M. Note that this definition is consistent with our earlier
identification of D with a subset of M.
By the HahnBanach theorem each { # M extends to a linear functional
{$ on L. In fact, there is a unique representing measure d+ supported on
M(L), the maximal ideal space of L, such that for each g # L, {$(g)=
supp({$) g d+. A subset of M(L) will be called a support set, denoted by
supp {, if it is the (closed) support set of the representing measure for the
extension of a functional { in M(H+C).
For f # L, we let H[ f ] denote the closed subalgebra of L generated
by H and the function f. If c=(c1 , ..., cn)T, we still use H[c] to denote
the closed subalgebra of L generated by H and functions c1 , ..., cn . Let
d=(d1 , ..., dn)T for d i # L. Recall from [5] that
52(z)=inf { :
n
i=1
(&xi b ,z&P(xi b ,z)&2+& yi b ,z&P( yi b ,z)&2) :
A # (Mn_n)1 , R # Pn= ,
where
x=(x1 , ..., xn)T=(R&A) c and y=( y1 , ..., yn)T=A*d.
Theorem 5 [5]. Let c=(c1 , ..., cn)T and d=(d1 , ..., dn)T for ci and di
in L. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) H*c1 Hd1+ } } } +H*cnHdn is compact.
(2) limz  D &ni=1 (Hcikz) (Hdi kz)&=0.
(3) limz  D 52(z)=0.
(4) For each m # M(H+C), there exist a matrix A # (Mn_n)1 and a
matrix R # Pn such that (R&A) c | supp m # H | supp m and A*d | supp m
# H | supp m
(5) The following relation holds:
,
[A # (Mn_n )1 , R # Pn]
H [(R&A) c, A*d]/H +C.
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We are going to prove a similar theorem for the operator Ta1 Ta2 } } } Tan
&Ta1a2 } } } an . Let
P(b1 , b2 , ..., bk)=(b1(b2 } } } (bk&1(bk)+)+ } } } )+)+,
Q(b1 , b2 , ..., bk)=(( } } } ((b1)& b2)& } } } bk&1)& bk)&,
here the plus and minus sign have the standard meaning, that is, (b)+=
P(b) and (b)&=(I&P)(b) for any b # L2. Recall that with these notation
Asi =a1P(a2 , ..., a i), B
s
i =Q(an&i+1 , ..., an&1) an , i=2, ..., n&1.
By Lemma 1 and Lemma 3, we have
Ta1Ta2 } } } Tan&Ta1a2 } } } an= :
n&1
i=1
TA is TB sn&i&T i=1n&1 AisB sn&i= :
n&1
j=1
H*Ais HB is .
The conditions (4) and (5) in Theorem 5 above do not necessarily make
sense for our operator n&1j=1 H*A is HB is because A
s
i and B
s
n&i defined by (4.1)
and (4.2) are not necessarily bounded (or more precisely, not necessarily
belong to BMO). The more subtle point is that a direct copy of the defini-
tion of 52(z) will not work because &Asi b ,z&2 is not necessarily uniformly
bounded for z in the open unit disk. Here again the idea similar to the
generalized decomposition will play a crucial rule. Let
Azi =a1 b ,zP(a2 b ,z , ..., ai b ,z), (4.4)
Bzi =Q(an&i+1 b ,z , ..., an&1 b ,z) an b ,z , i=2, ..., n&1. (4.5)
We will use Azi and B
z
n&i to replace A
s
i b ,z and B
s
n&i b ,z which is motivated
by the following lemma. See the proof of Lemma 8 below for more precise
relations between Azi and A
s
i b ,z .
Lemma 7.
:
n&1
i=1
A si b ,zB
s
n&i b ,z= :
n&1
i=1
Azi B
z
n&i .
Proof. By Lemma 1,
a1 a2 } } } an= :
n&1
i=1
A si B
s
n&i .
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Therefore
a1 b ,za2 b ,z } } } an b ,z= :
n&1
i=1
Asi b ,zB
s
n&i b ,z .
Now apply Lemma 1 to a1 b ,za2 b ,z } } } an b ,z , we have
a1 b ,za2 b ,z } } } an b ,z= :
n&1
i=1
Azi B
z
n&i .
This completes the proof of the lemma. K
Let Az=(Az1 , ..., A
z
n&1)
T and Bz=(Bzn&1 , ..., B
z
1)
T. Let r>1,
5r(z)=inf { :
n&1
i=1
(&xzi &P(xzi )&r+& yzi &P( yzi )&r) :
C # (M(n&1)_(n&1))1, R # Pn&1= , (4.6)
where
xz=(xz1 , ..., x
z
n&1)
T=(R&C)Az and
(4.7)
yz=( yz1 , ..., y
z
n&1)
T=C*Bz.
Theorem 6. Let 5r(z) be as in (4.6). The following statements are
equivalent.
(1) H*A s1 HBsn&1+ } } } +H
*
Asn&1
HB s1 is compact.
(2) limz  D &n&1i=1 (HAis kz) (HB sn&i kz)&=0.
(3) limz  D 52(z)=0.
Next we prove a couple of lemmas needed for the proof of the above
theorem. First the proof of (2) implying (3) of Theorem 5 above from [5]
uses essentially the condition (4) of Theorem 5 and hence needs to be
modified. We first prove a lemma which indicates the connection between
(2) and (3). Let Uz be the unitary operator on L2 defined by
Uz f (w)= f b ,z(w) kz(w).
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Lemma 8.
:
n&1
i=1
(HAis kz) (HB sn&i kz)
=Uz _ :
n&1
i=1
(I&P)(Asi b ,z ) (I&P)(B
s
n&i b ,z)& U z*
=Uz _ :
n&1
i=1
(I&P) Azi  (I&P) Bzn&i& U z*.
Proof. Note that
Uz[(I&P)(Asi b ,z )]=Uz[(A
s
i )
& b ,z&(A si )
& (z)]
=(Asi )
& kz&(Asi )
& (z) kz=HA is kz .
Similarly
Uz[(I&P)(Bsn&i b ,z)]=HB sn&i kz .
The first equality in the lemma follows from the above equations. For the
second equality we will show that in fact
:
n&1
i=1
Asi b ,z B
s
n&i b ,z= :
n&1
i=1
Azi B
z
n&i . (4.8)
Recall that
P(b1 , b2 , ..., bk)=(b1(b2 } } } (bk&1(bk)+)+ } } } )+)+.
We define
A1i =A
s
i b ,z , B
1
n&i=B
s
n&i b ,z , i=1, ..., n&1,
and for k such that 2kn&1,
Aki =A
k&1
i , ik&1,
Aki =a1 b ,z(a2 b ,z( } } } (ak+1 b ,zP(ak+2 , ..., ai) b ,z)
+ } } } )+
for i such that kin&1,
Bkn&i=B
z
n&i , ik&1,
Bkn&i=B
s
n&i b ,z , kin&1.
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It is clear that
An&1i =A
z
i , B
n&1
i =B
z
i .
Hence Eq. (4.8) will follow from the chain of equations
:
n&1
i=1
Aki B
k
n&i= :
n&1
i=1
Ak+1i B
k+1
n&i , k=1, ..., n&2.
The proof of the identity for each k is similar. So we will present a proof
for the identity corresponding to k=1. Furthermore we will assume n=4
and the general case can be proved by induction. We will repeatedly use
the following identities for any f # L2. We use the same letter f to denote
its harmonic extension inside the unit disk,
( f b ,z)+=( f )+ b ,z+( f )& (z),
( f b ,z)&=( f )& b ,z&( f )& (z).
Recall that
A21=A
1
1=a1 b ,z , B
2
1=B
1
1=a4 b ,z , B
2
2=B
1
2=(a3)
& b ,za4 b ,z .
Note that
A22=a1 b ,z(a2 b ,z)
+
=a1 b ,z(a2)+ b ,z+(a2)& (z) a1 b ,z
=A12+(a2)
&(z) A11 .
Similar calculation shows that
A23=a1 b ,z(a2 b ,z(a3)
+ b ,z)+)+=A13+(a2(a3)
+)& (z) A11 ,
B23=((a2 b ,z)
& a3 b ,z)& a4 b ,z
=((a2)& b ,za3 b ,z)& a4 b ,z&(a2)& (z)(a3 b ,z)& a4 b ,z
=[((a2)& a3)& b ,z&((a2)& a3)& (z)
&(a2)& (z)((a3)& b ,z&(a3)& (z))] a4 b ,z
=B13&(a2)
& (z) B12&[((a2)
& a3)& (z)&(a2)& (z)(a3)& (z)] B11
=B13&(a2)
& (z) B12&(a2(a3)
+)& (z) B11 .
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Now it is straightforward to check that
A21 B
2
3+A
2
2 B
2
2+A
2
3 B
2
1
=A11  [B13&(a2)& (z) B12&(a2(a3)+)& (z) B11]
+[A12+(a2)
&(z) A11 ]B
2
2+[A
1
3+(a2(a3)
+)& (z) A11 ]B
2
1
=A11 B
1
3+A
1
2 B
1
2+A
1
3 B
1
1 .
This completes the proof of the lemma. K
The following lemma about finite rank operators will provide a direct
proof of (2) implying (3) in Theorem 6.
Lemma 9. Let d=(d1 , ..., dn)T and e=(e1 , ..., en)T where di , ei # L2. Let
Sn :=d1 e1+ } } } +dn en .
(1) The following inequality holds.
&Sn& :
n
i=1
(&xi &2+&y i&2) :
n
i=1
(&di&2+&ei&2),
where
x=(x1 , ..., xn)T=(R&C ) d and y=( y1 , ..., yn)T=C*e,
and C # (Mn_n)1 and R # Pn are arbitrary.
(2) There exist a matrix C # (Mn_n)1 and a permutation matrix
R # Pn such that
:
n
i=1
(&xi&2+&yi &2)2n - &Sn &, (4.9)
where
x=(x1 , ..., xn)T=(R&C) d and y=( y1 , ..., yn)T=C*e.
Proof. Proof of (1). It is straightforward to check that
Sn=d1 e1+ } } } +dn en= :
n
i=1
(x i ei+di yi).
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Therefore
&Sn& :
n
i=1
(&xi &2 &ei&2+&di &2 & y i&2)
 :
n
i=1
(&xi&2+& yi &2) :
n
i=1
(&di&2+&e i&2).
Proof of (2). Let = be such that &Sn&=. We prove the lemma by using
induction. For n=1, &S1&=&d1&2 &e1 &2= implies that either &d1 &- =
or &e1&2- =, hence the result is true with C=1 or C=0. Now assume
the result is true for n&1. Without loss of generality, assume that
max1in &ei&2=&ej&2>0 for some j. If &ej&- =, then the result holds
by taking C=I. So we can assume that &ej &>- =.
We first prove that there exists a matrix A0 # (Mn_n)1 and a permutation
_ such that
:
n
i=1
(&ui &2+&vi &2)2n - =
where d_=(d_(1) , ..., d_(n))T, e_=(e_(1) , ..., e_(n))T, and
u :=(u1 , ..., un)T=(I&C0) d_ , v :=(v1 , ..., vn)T=C 0*e_ .
Note that if &Sn&=, then
" :
n
i=1
(ej , ei) di"=&Sn ej &= &ej&.
Dividing both sides by &ej &2 gives
"d j+ :i{ j :i di"
=
&ej &
- =, (4.10)
where :i=(ej , ei)(ej , ej ) , |:i |1 for i{ j. Now we rewrite Sn as
Sn=\d j+ :i{ j :id i+ej+ :i{ j di  (ei&:iej).
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From the above analysis we have
" :i{ j di  (ei&:iej)"="Sn&\dj+ :i{ j :idi+ej"
"\dj+ :i{ j cid i+ej"+&Sn&2=.
By induction there exist C1 # (Mn&1_n&1)1 and a permutation | of
[1, ..., j&1, j+1, ..., n] such that if
u^=(I&C1)(d|(1) , ..., d|( j&1) , d|( j+1) , ..., d|(n))T,
v^=C1*(e|(1)&:|(1) e|( j) , ..., e|( j&1)&:|( j&1)e|( j) ,
e|( j+1)&:|( j+1) e|( j) , ..., e|(n)&:|(n)e|( j))T,
then
:
n&1
i=1
(&u^ i&2+&v^ i&2)2n&1 - 2=2n - =. (4.11)
Let
C0=_00
:
C1& ,
where
:=[&:|(1) , ..., &:|( j&1) , &:|( j+1) , ..., &:|(n)].
Take _ to be such that
_(1)= j, _(i)=|(i+1) for 2i j&1 and
_(i)=|(i) for j+1in.
It is easy to check that such C0 and _ are what we need. Now let R be
the permutation matrix such that d_=Rd and C=R*C0 . By (4.10) and
(4.11) we have that (4.9) holds for such matrices C and R. The proof is
complete. K
Although in Theorem 6 condition (3) only involves 52(z) we have
defined 5r(z) in (4.6) since we need the following lemma in the proof of
Theorem 6.
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For r>1, let Lr be the space of rth power Lebesque integrable functions
on the unit circle. By a theorem of M. Riesz, there exists a constant c(r)
such that
&(I&P)( f )&rc(r) & f &r and &Pf &rc(r) & f &r
for any f # Lr.
Lemma 10. Let 5r(z) be defined as in (4.6). Then limz  D 52(z)=0
implies that limz  D 5r(z)=0 for any fixed r>2.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume &ai&1 for
i=1, ..., n. We first prove that for any r>1 and i=1, ..., n&1
&(I&P)(Azi )&rc(r)
i and &(I&P)(Bzn&i)&rc(r)
i.
We illustrate the proof for Az3 since the proof for general A
z
i and the proof
for Bzn&i are completely analogous. Recall that A
z
3=a1 b ,zP(a2 b ,z }
P(a3 b ,z)),
&(I&P)(Az3 )&rc(r) &Az3&r
c(r) &a1 b ,z& &P(a2 b ,z } P(a3 b ,z))&r
c(r)2 &a2 b ,z } P(a3 b ,z)&r
c(r)3 &a3 b ,z &rc(r)3.
Note that xzi and y
z
i as in (4.7) are defined by A
z
i , B
z
n&i and a matrix
C # (M(n&1)_(n&1))1 and a permutation matrix R # Pn&1 , therefore there
exists a constant D(r, n) depending only on r and n such that for i=1, ..., n&1,
&(I&P)(xzi )&rD(r, n), &(I&P)( y
z
i )&rD(r, n).
By Ho lder inequality we have that for any fixed r>2,
&(I&P)(xzi )&r&(I&P)(x
z
i )&
1r
2 &(I&P)(x
z
i )&
(r&1)r
2(r&1)
D(2(r&1), n)(r&1)r &(I&P)(xzi )&
1r
2 .
A similar inequality holds for &(I&P)( yzi )&r . Therefore
5r(z)D(2(r&1), n)(r&1)r 52(z)1r.
The lemma follows from the above inequality. K
We next state a distribution function inequality whose proof can be
obtained by modifying that of a similar distribution function inequality in
Theorem 9 of the paper [5]. We refer the reader to [5] for more details.
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The distribution inequality involves Lusin area integral and the Hardy
Littlewood function. The idea to use distribution function inequalities in
the theory of Toeplitz operators and Hankel operators first appeared in [1].
For w a point of D, we let 1w denote the angle with vertex w and open-
ing ?2 which is bisected by the radius to w. The set of points z in 1w
satisfying |z&w|<= will be denoted by 1w, = . For h in L1(D), we define
the Lusin area integral of h to be
A=(h)(w)=_|1w, = | gradh(z)|
2 dA(z)&
12
,
where h(z) means the harmonic extension of h on D and dA(z) denotes the
Lebesgue measure on the unit disk D. The HardyLittlewood maximal
function of the function h will be denoted Mh, and for r>1, we let 4r h=
[M |h| r]1r. For z # D, we let Iz denote the closed subarc of D with center
z
|z| and measure $(z)=1&|z|. The Lebesgue measure of the subset E of D
will be denoted by |E |.
Let Asi and B
s
i (i=1, ..., n&1) be as in (4.1) and (4.2), and u and v be
in H 2. We define a generalized area integral to be
B=(u, v)(w)=|
1w, = } :
n&1
i=1
grad(HAis u) grad(HB sn&i u) } dA(z).
For r>2 and z # D, let 5r(z) be defined as in (4.6) and also let
1r(z)= :
n&1
i=1
(&(I&P) Azi &r+&(I&P) Bzn&i&r),
where Azi and B
z
n&i are as in (4.4) and (4.5).
Theorem 7. Let z be a point in D such that |z|>12. Then for any r>2,
for a>0 sufficiently large and $(z)=1&|z|
|[w # Iz : B2$(z)(u, v)(w)<a5r(z) 1r(z) inf
w # Iz
4q(u)(w) inf
w # Iz
4q(v)(w)]|
Ca |Iz |,
where Ca depends only on r and a, lima   Ca=1, and 1r+1q=2p for
some 1<p<2 and 1<q<2.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.
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Proof of Theorem 6. (1) O (2). Assume that n&1i=1 H*Ais
HBsn&i is compact.
By Lemma 2 in [8] we obtain
lim
|z|  1 " :
n&1
i=1
H*
A i
s HBsn& i&T*,z \ :
n&1
i=1
H*
A i
s HB sn&i+ T,z "=0.
But by Lemma 1 in [5],
V&1 \ :
n&1
i=1
H*
Ai
s HBsn&i&T*,z \ :
n&1
i=1
H*
A i
s HB sn&i+ T,z+ V
= :
n&1
i=1
H*
A i
s kz HBsn&i kz ,
here recall that V is the anti-unitary operator on L2 defined by Vh(ei%)=
e&i%h(e i%). Thus
lim
|z|  1 " :
n&1
i=1
HAis kz HB sn&ikz"=0.
That is, (2) holds.
(2) O (3). By Lemma 9 and Lemma 8
&52(z)&2n&1 " :
n&1
i=1
(I&P) Azi  (I&P) B
z
n&i"
=2n&1 " :
n&1
i=1
H
A i
s kz HB sn&i kz" .
This clearly shows that (2) implies (3).
(3) O (1). By Lemma 10 we can assume that for some r>2
lim
z  D
5r(z)=0. (4.12)
We now use the distribution function inequality of Theorem 7 to show
that n&1i=1 H*A is
HB sn&i is compact. Let u and v be two polynomials in H
2.
Since the range of HA is is orthogonal to H
2, we see that (HAis u)(0)=0. Thus
by the LittlewoodPaley formula [4], we have
u, :
n&1
i=1
H*
Ai
s HB sn&i v= :
n&1
i=1
(HA is u, HB sn&i v)
=
1
? |D \ :
n&1
i=1
grad(HA is u) grad(HB sn&i v)) log
1
|z|
dA(z)
=IR+IIR ,
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where for 12<R<1,
IR=|
|z| >R \ :
n&1
i=1
grad(HAis u) grad(HB sn&i v) log
1
|z|
dA(z)
and
IIR=|
|z|R \ :
n&1
i=1
grad(HAis u) grad(HB sn&i v) log
1
|z|
dA(z).
For |z|>R>12, fix a constant a1 for which the distribution
inequality in Theorem 7 holds; that is,
|w # Iz : [B2$(z)(u, v)(w)a5r(z) 1r(z) 4qu(w) 4q v(w)] |Ca |Iz |.
For w # D, let
\(w)=max[=: B=(u, v)(w)a sup
|z| >R
5r(z) 1r(z) 4qu(w) 4q v(w)].
Then
|
D
B\(w)(u, v)(w) dwa sup
|z|>R
5r(z) 1r(z) |
D
4q u(w) 4qv(w) dw
a sup
|z|>R
5r(z) 1r(z) &4qu&2 &4qv&2 .
Since 2q>1, by [4]
&4qu&2=&M( |u|q)1q &2=[M( |u| q)&2q]1qAq(&|u|q &2q&)1q
So
&4qu&2Aq &u&2 and &4qv&2Aq &v&2 .
Thus, for some constant a*, we have
|
D
B\(w)(u, v)(w) dwa* sup
|z|>R
5r(z) 1r(z) &u&2 &v&2 . (4.13)
On the other hand,
|
D
B\(w)(u, v)(w) dw
=|
D
|
1w, \(w) } :
n&1
i=1
grad(HAis u) grad(HB sn&i v) } dA(z) dw.
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So, if we let /w denote the characteristic function of 1w, \(w) , then
|
D
B\(w)(u, v)(w) dw
|
D
|
|z| >R
/|(z) } :
n&1
i=1
grad(HA is u) grad(HB sn&i v) } dA(z) dw.
The distribution function inequality tells us that \(w)2(1&|z| ) on a
subset Ez of Iz satisfying
|Ez |Ca |Iz |.
Now, for w # Ez , we have w # Iz . Thus if we write z=rei% and note that
\(w)2(1&|z| ) we have
|rei%&eiw | |re i%&ei% |+|ei%&e iw |\(1&|z| )+(1&|z| )2 +\(w).
Therefore, for w # Ez , we have that z # 1w, \(w) and that /w(z)=1 on Ez . So,
|
D
|
|z|>R
/w(z) } :
n&1
i=1
grad(HAis u) grad(HB sn&i v) } dA(z) dw
|
|z|>R _|D /w(z) dw& } :
n&1
i=1
grad(HAis u) grad(HBsn&i v) } dA(z).
Since /w(z)=1 on Ez , we have
|
D
B=(u, v)(w) dw|
|z| >R
|Ez | } :
n&1
i=1
grad(HA is u) grad(HB sn&i v) } dA(z).
But, |Ez |Ca(1&|z| 2), so
|
D
B=(u, v)(w)Ca |
|z|>R } :
n&1
i=1
grad(HAis u) grad(HBsn&i v)} (1&|z| 2) dA(z).
Since
IR=|
|z| >R
| grad(Hfi u) grad(Hgi v)| log
1
|z|
dA(z),
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we have
|
D
B=(u, v)(w)Ca |IR |.
Combining this together with (4.13), we see that
|IR |C sup
|z|>R
5r(z) 1r(z) &u&2 &v&2 ,
here 1r(z)=n&1i=1 (&(I&P) Azi &r+&(I&P) Bzn&i &r) and C is a constant.
It is clear that the operator KR defined by
(u, KR v)=IIR=|
|z|R \ :
n&1
i=1
grad(HAis u) grad(HB sn&i v)+ log 1|z| dA(z)
is a linear bounded operator on H2. If un  0 weakly in H2, then un  0
uniformly on |z|R. Thus
(un , KR v)=|
|z|R \ :
n&1
i=1
grad(HAis un) grad(HB sn&i v) log
1
|z|
dA(z)  0
uniformly for v such that &v&1. So the operator KR is in fact a compact
operator. Therefore
} :
n&1
i=1
(HAis u, HB sn&i v)&(u, KRv) }C sup|z|>R 5r(z) 1r(z) &u&2 &v&2 .
for all polynomials u, v. Since polynomials are dense in H 2 and
n&1i=1 H*A is
HB sn&i is a bounded operator, the above estimate shows that
" :
n&1
i=1
H*
Ai
s HB sn&i&KR"C sup|z|>R 5r(z) 1r(z).
But by (4.12), limz  D 5r(z)=0 and by the proof of Lemma 10, 1r(z) is
uniformly bounded for all z # D, hence we have
lim
R  1 " :
n&1
i=1
H*
Ai
s HB sn&i&KR"=0.
Therefore n&1i=1 H*Ais
HB sn&i is compact. This completes the proof of
Theorem 6. K
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APPENDIX A
Proof of Identity (3.24) for X
We now prove identity (3.24) for X. Recall that X by definition is
X=[ g3 g4+(a3 f4)&](a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)&
&[(a3(a4 f5)+)&+ g3(a4 f5)&](a2(a3 f4)+)&
&[ g4(a3(a4 f5)+)&&(a4 f5)& (a3 f4)&](a2 f3)& .
We want to prove that
X=(g3a4)& (((g2 a3)& a4)& f5)&&((g2a3)& a4)& ((g3a4)& f5)& .
We first look at the three terms in parentheses in X,
g3 g4+(a3 f4)&= g3 g4+(g3 f4)&=(g3a4)& ,
g3(a4 f5)&+(a3(a4 f5)+)&=(g3a4 f5)&=((g3a4)& f5)& ,
g4(a3(a4 f5)+)&&(a4 f5)& (a3 f4)&
= g4(g3(a4 f5)+)&&(a4 f5)& (g3 f4)&
= g4(g3 a4 f5)&&[ g4(g3(a4 f5)&)&+(g3 f4)& (a4 f5)&]
= g4((g3 a4)& f5)&&(g3a4)& (a4 f5)& .
Now X becomes
X=(g3a4)& [(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)&+(a2 f3)& (a4 f5)&]
&((g3(a4)& f5)& [(a2(a3 f4)+)&+(a2 f3)& g4].
By adding and subtracting g2(g3 a4)& ((g3a4)& f5)& , we have
X=(g3a4)& [(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)+)&+(a2 f3)& (a4 f5)&+ g2((g3a4)& f5)&]
&((g3a4)& f5)& [(a2(a3 f4)+)&+(a2 f3)& g4+ g2(g3a4)&].
Now we look at the two terms in parentheses in X. We claim that
(a2(a3 f4)+)&+(a2 f3)& g4+ g2(g3a4)&=((g2a3)& a4)& , (4.14)
(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)&+(a2 f3)& (a4 f5)&+ g2((g3a4)& f5)&
=(((g2 a3)& a4)& f5)& . (4.15)
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There seems no reasonable way to prove the above two identities, except
simply to expand both sides.
We first look at the left side of (4.14). Note that
(a2(a3 f4)+)&=(g2(a3 f4)+)&=(g2 f3 f4)&+(g2(g3 f4)+)&
=((g2 f3)& f4)&+(g2(g3 f4)+)& .
Therefore
(a2(a3 f4)+)&+(a2 f3)& g4+ g2(g3a4)&
=((g2 f3)& f4)&+(g2(g3 f4)+)&+(g2 f3)& g4+ g2(g3 f4)&+ g2 g3g4 .
It is also straightforward to check that
((g2a3)& a4)&=((g2 a3)& f4)&+(g2a3)& g4
=(g2 f3)& f4)&+(g2g3 f4)&+(g2 f3)& g4+ g2 g3 g4
=(g2 f3)& f4)&+(g2(g3 f4)+)&+ g2(g3 f4)&
+(g2 f3)& g4+ g2 g3g4 .
This proves the identity (4.14).
Now we look at the right side of (4.15). By the above formula for
((g2a3)& a4)& ,
(((g2a3)& a4)& f5)&=(((g2 f3)& f4)& f5)&+((g2(g3 f4)+)& f5)&
+(g2(g3 f4)& f5)&+((g2 f3)& g4 f5)&
+(g2 g3 g4 f5)&
=I+II+III+IV+V.
It is easy to see that
III=(g2((g3 f4)& f5)+)&+ g2((g3 f4)& f5)& ,
IV=((g2 f3)& (g4 f5)+)&+(g2 f3)& (g4 f5)& ,
V=(g2 g3(g4 f5)+)&+ g2 g3(g4 f5)&
= g2(g3(g4 f5)+)&+(g2(g3(g4 f5)+)+)&+ g2 g3(g4 f5)& .
Next we look at the left side of (4.15).
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(a2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)&
=(g2(a3(a4 f5)+)+)&
=(g2 f3(a4 f5)+)&+(g2(g3(a4 f5)+)+)&
=(g2 f3 f4 f5)&+(g2 f3(g4 f5)+)&
+(g2(g3 f4 f5)+)&+(g2(g3(g4 f5)+)+)&
=(((g2 f3)& f4)& f5)&+((g2 f3)&(g4 f5)+)&+(g2(g3 f4)+)& f5)&
+(g2((g3 f4)& f5)+)&+(g2(g3(g4 f5)+)+)& ,
where the last equality follows from
(g2(g3 f4 f5)+)&=(g2(g3 f4)+ f5)&+(g2((g3 f4)& f5)+)&
=((g2 f3)& (g4 f5)+)&+(g2(g3 f4)+)& f5)& .
Note also
(a2 f3)& (a4 f5)&=(g2 f3)& (g4 f5)& ,
g2((g3 a4)& f5)&= g2((g3 f4)& f5)&+ g2(g3 g4 f5)&
= g2((g3 f4)& f5)&+ g2 g3(g4 f5)&+ g2(g3(g4 f5)+)& .
An inspection of the above nine terms expansions of left side and right side
of (4.15) completes the proof of identity (4.15).
Finally we have that
X=(g3a4)& (((g2 a3)& a4)& f5)&&((g2a3)& a4)& ((g3a4)& f5)& .
APPENDIX B
An Alternative Definition of a Decomposition
An alternative and probably more direct way of defining a decomposi-
tion of [a2 , ..., an&1] is given below. We illustrate the definition by defining
a decomposition of [a2 , a3 , a4 , a5]. We define this inductively. Namely we
first define a decomposition of a2 , then [a2 , a3] and finally [a2 , a3 , a4].
Let
a2= f2+ g2
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be a decomposition of a2 where f2 is the analytic part of a2 and g2 is the
conjugate analytic part of a2 for the above decomposition of a2 . That is,
f2=Pa2+:, g2=(I&P) a2&:
for some constant :. Next let
a3= f3+ g3 , g2 f3=k12+l
1
3=(g2 f3)++(g2 f3)&
be some decompositions of a3 and g2 f3 . Then
(a2 f3)+=(( f2+ g2) f3)+= f2 f3+(g2 f3)+= f2 f3+k12 .
Now let
a4 f4+ g4 , g3 f4=k13+l
1
4 , g2k
1
3=k
2
2+l
2
3 , l
1
3 f4=k
2
3+l
2
4
be some decomposition of a4 , g3 f4 , g2 k13 and l
1
3 f4 . Then
(a2(a3 f4)+)+= f2(a3 f4)++(g2(a3 f4)+)+
= f2 f3 f4+ f2(g3 f4)++(g2 f3 f4)++(g2(g3 f4)+)+
= f2 f3 f4+ f2(g3 f4)++(g2 f3)+ f4+((g2 f3)& f4)+
+(g2(g3 f4)+)+
= f2 f3 f4+ f2 k13+k
1
2 f4+k
2
2+k
2
3 .
Note that in the equation second to the last each term is either a product
of two or three analytic functions or the analytic part of the product of a
conjugate analytic function and an analytic function. Let us take a moment
to reflect what we have done. All the f ’s and k’s are analytic functions and
all the g’s and l ’s are conjugate analytic functions. A definition of (a2(a3 f4)+)+
is a successive choice of the constant terms in all the f ’s and k’s. The only
two expansion rules we are using are that for f analytic and a not necessary
analytic
(af )+=((a++a&) f )+=a+ f +(a& f )+ ,
for example, a=a2 and f =f3 or a= g2 f3 and f =f4 ; and for h analytic
and g conjugate analytic
(g( f +h))+=(gf )++(gh)+ ,
for example, g= g2 and f =f3 f4 and h=(g3 f4)+ . With these two rules we
are lead to an unique expression for (a2(a3 f4)+)+ . Thus it is justified we
call the equation second to the last the expansion of (a2(a3 f4)+)+ . The
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remarkable fact is that these are the only two rules needed for general case
(arbitrary finite many functions). A decomposition of [a2 , a3 , a4] thus
amounts to a choice for the constant terms of all f ’s and k’s.
With the above notation, we have
(g3 a4)&=(g3 f4)&+ g3 g4=l14+ g4 g5 ,
((g2 a3)& a4)&=((g2 a3)& f4)&+(g2a3)& g4
=(g2 g3 f4)&+((g2 f3)& f4)&+ g2 g3 g4+(g2 f3)& g4
= g2(g3 f4)&+(g2(g3 f4)+)&+((g2 f3)& f4)&
+g2 g3 g4+(g2 f3)& g4
= g2 l14+l
2
3+l
2
4+ g2 g3 g4+l
1
3 g4 .
Two rules of expansion for all the minus terms are
(ga)&=(ga+)&+ ga&
for g conjugate analytic and a arbitrary, and
((g+h) f )&=(gf )&+(gh)&
for g and h conjugate analytic and f analytic. Expansions are needed of
course when one wants to prove, for example,
((a2 f3)& g4+(a2(a3 f4)+)&=((g2a3)&a4)+)& .
It is obvious that the meaning of term like (g3 a4)+ is given by
(g3a4)+= g3a4&(g3a4)&=(g3 f4)& ,
which can also be computed from
(g3a4)+=(g3 f4)++(g3 g4)+=(g3 f4)+
with the rule that
(gh)+=0
for two conjugate analytic functions in our context. Similarly we have
(ef )&=0
for two analytic functions in our context.
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